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Freestyle BC Freestyle Festival - formerly Super Youth  
 
The goal of the format change is to get kids skiing more and waiting around less all 
while making new friends and having fun! 
 
This event will provide the traditional slopestyle, mogul and halfpipe competitions 
paired with skills modules and a team adventure challenge.  
 
As athletes haven’t had a chance to train halfpipe Sunday’s competition will be run as a 
fun jam format rather than the formal 2 run comp to reduce pressure and create a fun 
introductory environment to the pipe. Halfpipe coaches from BC Team will be on hand 
to provide ongoing coaching and tips throughout training and the jam. 
 
Schedule 
  
Wednesday – Registration 
Thursday – Competition Training & Hunt for GNAR 
Friday – Slopestyle & Hunt for GNAR 
Saturday – Moguls & Hunt for GNAR  
Sunday – Halfpipe Clinic & Jam 
 
Freestyle BC “Hunt for GNAR” – Whistler Edition 
  
Every mountain in BC has something unique to offer visitors. Throughout the weekend, 
groups will explore parts of the mountain while transitioning between events and skills 
modules. Each group will have a list of tasks and skills that will gain them points in the 
Hunt for GNAR. Points will be awarded for tasks completed as either a group or 
individual for the group.  
 
Each group for the weekend will be comprised of 6-7 skiers plus 1 coach from the host 
mountain with 6-7 athletes from a visiting club around the province.  
 
To foster a greater team environment and community spirit each team will be made of 
two groups from two different clubs. This team will compete in consecutive run orders 
in the traditional Slopestyle and Mogul events. This will minimize their time standing 
around and give them more time to ski around the hill and complete their tasks and 
skills in their Hunt for GNAR and make new friends from around the province in the 
process.  
 
Winner of the Hunt for GNAR competition will be announced at the Saturday evening 
Banquet. 
 


